
The Objective:
The objective of this study was to explore the distribution of sleep positions and extent of nocturnal 
body moments and the association with sex, age, body-mass index (BMI), smoking, alcohol 
consumption, and insomnia symptoms. 

Research in the Spotlight

Sleep Positions and Nocturnal Body Movements Based on Free 
Living Accelerometer Readings: Association with demographics, 
lifestyle, and insomnia symptoms. 

Reference 
Skarpsno, E. S et al (2017). Sleep positions and nocturnal body 
movements based on free-living accelerometer recordings: 
association with demographics, lifestyle, and insomnia 
symptoms. Nature and science of sleep. 

Clinical Implications: 
 � This study challenges traditional ideas that certain sleeping postures may be more beneficial than 

others 

 � During sleep, we on average move positions once per hour, therefore, there may be minimal benefits to 
recommending certain sleep postures as we will inevitably move out of that position during sleep 

 � Rather than demonising sleeping positions, we should be promoting sleep in whatever way is most 
comfortable as we are inherently going to move out of whatever position is recommended during sleep  

What They Found: 
 � On average there was 1.6 position shifts per hour

 � Obese participants and smokers had fewer body 
position shifts per night

 � Compared to males, females had fewer body 
positions than males

 � The predominant sleeping position is on the side 

 � The extent of nocturnal body movements is 
associated with sex, age, BMI and smoking 

What They Did: 
 � This study was based on data from the Danish 

Physical Activity Cohort with Objective 
Measurements in 2012-2014

 � 664 participants data was used (363 men and 
301 women)

 � All participants were asked to wear 
accelerometers for up to 6 entire consecutive 
days & nights (at least 2 working days and 2 
leisure days) 

 � General anthropometric measurements and a 
lifestyle/sleep questionnaire was completed at 
the start and end of the trial 


